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OutlineOutline

The SAURON team: Bacon, Cappellari, Davies, de
Zeeuw, Emsellem, Falcón-Barroso, Krajnović,
Kuntschner, McDermid, Peletier, Sarzi, van de Ven
+ associates

 Introduction: What is SAURON
 Global line-strength measurements
 Gradients
 Stellar population maps
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The SAURON projectThe SAURON project

Systematic study of a representative
sample of 48 nearby E/S0s and 24 Sa-type
spirals
– Wide field integral-field spectroscopy from the

ground (SAURON, 33”x41” @ 0.94”)
– Central high spatial sampling integral-field

spectroscopy  with OASIS/GMOS
(see R. McDermid 5min talk)

– Large scale ground based imaging
– HST imaging (and some STIS spectroscopy)

de Zeeuw et al, 2002, MNRAS, 329, 513
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The sample selectionThe sample selection

• Uniformly covering the ellipticity vs MB plane
• MB ≤ -18 mag (factor of 50 in luminosity)
• 24 E, 24 S0, 24 Sa (each 12 cluster, 12 field)
• cz < 3000 km/s
• DEC: -6° < d < +64° and |b| ≥ 15°

de Zeeuw et al, 2002, MNRAS, 329,513
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Spectral range & line-strengthSpectral range & line-strength
• Wavelength range covers Hβ, Fe5015, [OIII], Mgb & Fe5270
• We measure kinematics of stars and gas + line-strength
• Indices + models can be used to estimate luminosity weighted

age, Z and abundance ratios.

35”

65”

NGC 4150
NGC 4365 V-map

0.94” per lenslet
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Emission line subtractionEmission line subtraction

• Emission is detected
in 75% of the E/S0s

• Gas kinematics
generally decoupled
from stellar
kinematics

• Sensitivity ~0.1 Å in
the central regions

• [OIII]/Hβ ≠ const.

Hβ [ΟΙΙΙ] [NI]

Sarzi et al., 2006, MNRAS, 366, 1151
       NGC3377             NGC3032            NGC3156
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Extraction of Extraction of globalglobal parameters parameters
for one effective radius, Refor one effective radius, Re

 This talk E/S0s only;
For Sa’s see talk by
J. Falcón-Barroso

 Small (<5%) aperture
corrections applied

 Global values represent
half the light of the
galaxies!

1 Re

Line-strength map
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Global (1RGlobal (1Ree) ages and ) ages and metallicitiesmetallicities

Consistent with e.g., Thomas et al. 2005; Bernardi et al.; Kuntschner et al. 2002, etc. 

Open symbol: field
Filled symbol: cluster

 Es mostly “old”
S0s show large spread in age

 Z = ~0.5 to ~1 solar

 On average field galaxies are
somewhat (2-3 Gyr) younger
than cluster members

S0
E

TMB03 models

[MgFe50]’ is abundance ratio insensitive,
similar to [MgFe]’
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Global stellar pop. relationsGlobal stellar pop. relations

Using a χ2 technique similar to Proctor & Sansom 2002 we determine the
best matching stellar pop. (TMB03) from the Hβ, Fe5015, and Mgb indices

Is there a [α/Fe] versus Age correlation ?
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Global age, Z, [Mg/Fe] - Global age, Z, [Mg/Fe] - σσee  trendstrends

S0
E Open symbol: field

Filled symbol: cluster

Environment:

 significant age offset
 weak evidence for metallicity
  offset (field metal richer)
 no evidence for [Mg/Fe] offset

Low σ end shows more scatter
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Exploring the 2-dim aspectsExploring the 2-dim aspects

Part I: GradientsPart I: Gradients
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SSP models and index gradientsSSP models and index gradients
TMB03 model 

Vazdekis 1999 model
TMB03 model

MILES model

[Fe/H]=0.0
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More examplesMore examples
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Gradients along Gradients along isophotesisophotes
OLD

YOUNG

1 Re

Young stellar pop in the center

No strong [Mg/Fe] gradients

Young age = weak [Mg/Fe]

Grad [Fe/H]  ≈ -0.35
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OLD

YOUNG

Looking for trends with gradientsLooking for trends with gradients

??
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Exploring the 2-dim aspectsExploring the 2-dim aspects
part II: part II: ““RealReal”” maps maps
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Morphology - Kinematics - Morphology - Kinematics - MgMgbb  connectionconnection

I

V

Mgb

NGC 4546 NGC 4570 NGC 4660

S0s or disky E

Rotation

Enhanced Mgb

See also e.g., Fisher et al., 1996
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Modelling MgModelling Mgbb  contourscontours

Mgb contours more elongated than isophotes!

Kuntschner et al. 2006, MNRAS, 369, 497NGC 3377

Mgb Intensity

MODELMODEL

DATADATA
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NGC 4660 - A metal rich NGC 4660 - A metal rich ““diskdisk””
Intensity V-map σ-map

Log Age-map Metallicity-map [Mg/Fe]-map

YoungYoung

OldOld

RichRich

PoorPoor
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NGC 4570 - An outer diskNGC 4570 - An outer disk
Intensity V-map σ-map

Log Age-map Metallicity-map [Mg/Fe]-map

YoungYoung

OldOld

RichRich

PoorPoor
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NGC 4382 - a young central structureNGC 4382 - a young central structure
Intensity V-map σ-map

Log Age-map Metallicity-map [Mg/Fe]-map

YoungYoung

OldOld

RichRich

PoorPoor
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Can we trust Can we trust SSPs SSPs withwith
composite stellar pops?composite stellar pops?

Old:         15 Gyr; [Fe/H]=0.0; [Mg/Fe]=+0.3
Young: 1-15 Gyr; [Fe/H]=0.0; [Mg/Fe]=0.0

Mass fraction
30%

Mass fraction
5%
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V-map

Young

Age-map

Old

Rich

Z-map

Poor

Stellar populations of Stellar populations of KDCsKDCs

Large scale KDCs are generally old and do not
significantly differ from the surrounding stars

NGC 4314       NGC 3608       NGC 4458        NGC 5198       NGC 5813         NGC 5831
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ConclusionsConclusions
• SAURON provides 2-dim kinematics, line-strength and

stellar pop. estimates for 48 nearby E/S0

• Stellar populations:
– Connection between rotating sub-structure and enhanced

Mgb line-strength, metallicity. “Old rotators” show
enhanced [Mg/Fe] similar to bulge population

– Most of the large-scale KDCs are old and are very similar
to the surrounding stars. However, small scale KDCs, not
resolved by SAURON, may plot a different picture

– Stellar population models:
•• Need more accurate calibration of Need more accurate calibration of Balmer Balmer indices asindices as

function of function of metallicity metallicity (and [Mg/Fe])(and [Mg/Fe])
•• New tools/methods needed to treat composite stellarNew tools/methods needed to treat composite stellar

populationspopulations


